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ABSTRACT

Social communication frequently includes nuanced
nonverbal communication cues, including eye contact,
gestures, facial expressions, body language, and tone of
voice. This type of communication is central to face-to-face
interaction, but can be challenging for children and adults
with autism. Innovative technologies can provide support by
augmenting human-delivered cuing and automated
prompting. Specifically, immersive virtual reality (VR) offers
an option to generalize social skill interventions by
concretizing nonverbal information in real-time social
interactions. In this work, we explore the design and
evaluation of three nonverbal communication applications in
immersive VR. The results of this work indicate that
delivering real-time visualizations of proximity, speaker
volume, and duration of one’s speech is feasible in
immersive VR and effective for real-time support for
proximity regulation for children with autism. We conclude
with design considerations for therapeutic VR systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Social communication is essential to quality of life. The
ability to express one’s own needs and wants while
understanding others is central to our connection to one
another and our ability to teach and learn. Challenges with
social communication have the ability to put human
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development on hold. Youth with such challenges in social
communication are at greater risk for bullying, social
isolation, and consequently, serious mental-health concerns
[17,25]. Given these challenges, unsurprisingly, much work
has gone into supporting people who struggle to
communicate with words, both in the form of therapeutic
interventions and assistive technologies (see [21] for review).
However, in the clinical and family support realms, as well as
in research, the challenges of nonverbal communication must
also be explored, as face-to-face interactions are primarily
made up of nonverbal communication [22].
Nonverbal communication is an important target for social
skills intervention [26]. Nonverbal communication begins as
soon as a person approaches others, makes eye contact (or
does not), and positions their body in relation to others. It
continues as monitoring as one speaks and listens. These
subtle behaviors occur over very short time intervals (0.5-3
seconds) that result in ongoing micro-interactions, which in
turn come together to convey intention. One’s tone of voice,
use of gestures, and body language all convey messages
about the intentions of the people in the interaction.
Nonverbal communication skills are described in the
behavioral literature as invisible or hidden to some people
with autism [27]. However, to date, only limited work has
made any effort to make such cues visible in real time [8,9].
This real-time visualization is essential for the information to
be actionable in the moment [35], rather than merely
instructive during reflection.
Technological and design questions remain about how to best
collect, analyze, and deliver such real-time information.
Wearable sensors and augmented reality provide one
potential avenue, which has already been explored to a
limited degree [24]. In this work, we are interested in
whether immersive VR provides similar benefits to these
approaches, while simultaneously facilitating social
interaction over distances as well as log detailed behavioral
data.
Specifically, this work seeks to address how we might
reasonably make visible the nonverbal conversational cues
that are invisible to many children with autism [27]. To
create a supportive immersive VR environment, these hidden
communication patterns need to be accessible and available
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to social actors within them, without being distracting or
otherwise problematic for social engagement [8,9]. Thus, we
designed and developed three tools in a room-scale,
immersive VR system with the participation of ten
developmentally disabled1 adults. We then tested this system
with 11 children with autism in a laboratory setting.
The results of this empirical work demonstrate that VR can
be used to support the collection, analysis, and display of
real-time data regarding nonverbal communication in a social
setting. Additionally, for a subset of these tools, VR
intervention is effective in supporting children to adjust their
social behavior to be more in line with local cultural norms.
Finally, our analysis of the logs and observed behaviors of
the children while interacting in the VR environment provide
an empirically grounded set of design considerations for
additional therapeutic VR systems for children with autism.
RELATED WORK

While the application of assistive technologies to understand
and improve social skills for autism is not new, this line of
research continues to evolve with the availability of
commercial, off-the-shelf technology solutions in robotics,
VR, and augmented reality (AR). These techniques have
been further improved by visualization techniques for
communicating nonverbal facets of interaction, which can be
combined with verbal data to provide a rich model of social
behavior. The goal of the work described in this paper is to
extend the current ecosystem of wearable and non-wearable
technologies for helping those living with autism to access
support for social interactions by creating a motivating,
comfortable, and instructive experience in immersive VR.
Thus, in this section, we describe the related research across
a variety of platforms that indicate how novel technologies
can be usefully deployed to support social interaction and to
be instructive for people with autism.
Robots offer both “human-like social cues” and “object-like
simplicity” in a face-to-face interaction where the expression
of emotions can be manipulated to support the understanding
of facial expressions and gestures [39]. Robots have been
found by children with autism to be “more entertaining and
interesting than humans” [42]. These claims are based on
findings in an experimental setting that children with autism
looked at robots more frequently and display more positive
affect toward them than the adults[43].
Virtual and computationally-assisted environments allow
social skill practice to be had with greater flexibility, as well
as provide a safe and controlled experience that mitigates
negative consequences that might result from social missteps
[1,5,13,28,37]. Researchers have implemented pre-recorded
1

We use the term developmentally disabled to describe the
group of adults as they represented a range of conditions,
including autism, down syndrome, and intellectual
disability.
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virtual peer avatars to improve the discourse of children with
autism by taking turns telling a story [37]. Results indicated
that children in the study were more inclined to continue a
conversation, or introduce new topics of conversation, with a
virtual peer compared to a human peer. In multiple scenarios
in the virtual world SecondLife [13], researchers delivered
social cognition training to children with autism. In addition
to virtual avatars, this work allowed the users to interact in a
variety of social settings, from the classroom to the
playground, to maximize generalizability. Alvarado and
colleagues further formalized the requirements for a
generalizable platform for virtualized social interaction,
including the technical hurdles of simulated conversation [2].
They found that, while promising, the computational
intensity of these tasks results in lagging response times that
have negative consequences on user experience. Given the
potential to use VR for training [16], some researchers have
used “live peers” instead of AI to achieve a far more realistic
and individualized interaction [13]. We, too, have opted for
live peers in this work.
In favor of realistic interactions, wearable AR solutions
provide novel mechanisms for promoting typical social
interaction. SayWAT, an assistive technology built on
Google Glass, provides awareness of voice qualities by
providing visual alerts related to voice volume and pitch to
adults with autism [9]. SuperGlass [40] also leverages the
Google Glass platform to enable children with autism to
benefit from real-time emotion recognition. This technology
provides audio and visual hints to identify when conversation
partners exhibit signs of anger, happiness, or other
“emotional moments.” This work builds on previous findings
from the VizWear system. While not specifically tailored for
individuals with autism, VizWear demonstrated the
feasibility of using wearable AR technology to assist in
recalling names based on facial recognition. Though a
promising research direction, computational limitations of
mobile, wearable technologies still present hurdles for
scalable deployment [18]. Additionally, researchers have
identified human limitations due to distractions caused by
attending to the visualizations as well as a conversation
partner in the physical environment [8,9]. This challenge
with distraction leads us to the question of how to balance a
conversation while at the same time interpreting and acting
on real-time feedback about the conversation.
Conversation visualizations of nonverbal communication
have been researched in co-located systems, such as the
Conversation Clock [14], that focused on the temporal
patterns from textual representations of conversation related
to activity, content, and evolution of conversational topics.
This work was extended beyond text to audio data [6]
through a tabletop implementation that tracked the
conversational contributions and patterns of speakers seated
around a table. Social behaviors included tracking of turntaking, interrupting, silence, and agreement. Results revealed
that those who were very vocal gained awareness and
attempted to modify, whereas those who were less vocal may
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not be equally inclined to speak more. These findings open
questions about how to best support equitable participation
without embarrassing people or forcing them to act.
SYSTEM DESIGN

To design our therapeutic VR applications, we incorporated
three prototyping strategies with a local group of ten
developmentally disabled adults. This process provided an
understanding of the opportunities and challenges for design
for and with developmentally disabled adults in an immersive
system. The culmination of these design activities resulted in
applications supporting three specific social skills: proximity,
volume, and time spent talking.
Methods

Working in cooperation with a group of developmentally
disabled adults at their work site, we first conducted a card
sort [4] to prioritize specific social skill challenges. We then
used a low fidelity prototype (paper prototype) and high
fidelity prototype (visualizations in VR) [29] to iterate on
these designs.
Eliciting Users Requirements/Functionality

We employed a modified version of a card sort to validate,
scope, and prioritize focus areas for VR social skills. We
presented our ten design partners with a worksheet
containing 24 icons designed to represent specific social skill
concepts from a poster of a social skills curriculum [10].
Results of the card sort indicated that greatest priority in
social skill interventions was in 1. reading other’s body
language, 2. modulating speaker’s volume, 3. positive selftalk, and 4. balancing friendship (e.g., taking turns with
talking or picking an activity). We translated these metaphors
into actionable and measurable variables of proximity (one
aspect of body language), voice volume, and time spent
talking (balancing friendship). Although positive self-talk
was highly ranked, the challenges of teaching this skill in any
environment combined with the difficulty in visualizing and
implementing it as an intervention resulted in the design team
abandoning it as a target.
Low Fidelity Prototyping

We built on past work demonstrating visualizations for
proximity and volume in an AR environment [8,9] as well as
visualizations of turn-taking [14] as they related to our
considerations for time spent talking. Four researchers then
independently designed a paper prototype to explore
visualizations of time spent talking, which had not explicitly
been examined before. The group convened to discuss their
sketched designs and created one testable prototype, which
used a status bar to visualize time spent talking, thereby
illustrating the “friendship balance” concept from a social
skills curriculum [10]. In this session, we explained the
concept and then asked two participants to role-play for the
group with the paper prototype made from a manila folder
and construction paper. All ten developmentally disabled
adults and four researchers participated in the collective codesign work as well as discussions following this role play.
We learned through the role play with the paper prototype
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that conversation pairs could visually reference the prototype
to modulate their duration of speaking with ease.
These early design activities provided information on the
user’s desired functionality (card sort for features in the app)
and comprehension of the proposed visualization (paper
prototype for interaction).
High Fidelity Technology Prototypes

The same design collaborators (i.e.,10 developmentally
disabled adults and 2 staff members) used the VR system to
interact with one of two research assistants who were in the
system but physically located at the lab. During the first visit,
we learned that using the paddles to teleport around the vast
city landscape--a free HTC Vive asset--was a primary focus
so in subsequent visits, we did not bring the paddles and we
greatly reduced the details of the landscape in an effort to
improve attention to the conversational partner.
In the following visits with the simplified environment, the
participants did not, however, change their proximity in
relation to the solid circle drawn on the virtual floor or the
small icons related to volume. To improve attention to the
proximity cues, we added a filter to obscure the other person
as well as textual cues when prompting was warranted. To
increase the likelihood that study participants would engage
with the volume visualizations, we made the volume icons
larger and made them move across the dashboard to increase
the intensity of the interaction when a trigger event occurred
(i.e., too close or too loud). Thus we provide a tool that is
both “ready to hand” and “present at hand” [39].
In our work, the high-fidelity technology prototypes enabled
us to learn that: a.) Users can tolerate five minutes but are
distracted by the early cityscape environment; b.) The
visualization of proximity circles alone (see Figure 2B) did
not result in changing one’s proximity when needed; and c.)
The static visualization of volume did not appear to motivate
changing one’s volume when too soft or too loud, (see Figure
1, speaker icon only). The iterations resulted in the
adaptations to the final version for the efficacy study.
Design of vrSocial

vrSocial is a multi-user game that builds on the prototype
from our collaborative design work and provides real-time
feedback on proximity with respect to the other user, the
user’s speaking volume, and both player’s time spent talking.
In this way, the intervention visualizes otherwise hidden
information about the user’s participation in the conversation.
The game was developed in Unity3d with the Steam VR
plugin along with Photon Unity Networking platform for
developing multi-user games in Unity. We developed four
versions to create four conditions for the study as described
below.
Baseline (no visualizations)

The first condition gives no visual feedback on social skills
and consists of an open space where a user can only see and
converse with the other user’s avatar, which can float to
move, but otherwise is a static image (see Figure 2A). This
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Figure 1: Interfaces for Voice Condition. On the left, the bar is balanced between speakers and the volume icon is
greyed out as the user is not speaking. In the middle, the green speaker indicates the user’s volume is in the correct
range, and on the right the larger red speaker indicates the user is speaking too loud.

version was used as an initial exploration in a virtual
environment and as the baseline condition for the
experiment.
Proximity Visualization

The second version contains a visualization of the current
state of proximity. Each user has concentric circles on the
floor, immediately below their feet, with red indicating
personal space, a blue circle signifying the correct social
space (Figure 2B), and yellow representing an intermediate
warning between the two zones (see Figure 2D). The socially
acceptable distance (i.e., the blue circle begins at an arm’s
length between the two users in physical space) between the
users is achieved when both users’ blue circles stayed in
contact with each other. When users are no longer in each
other’s social space (beyond the blue circle), the screen turns
white with a 60% opacity, accompanied by a text cue asking
them to ‘step closer’ (see Figure 2E). This obscures the user’s
vision, urging them to react by stepping into the other user’s
blue circle. Similarly, if one user steps into the other’s yellow
or red circle, the screen turns yellow with a 50% opacity
along with the text ‘warning’ (Figure 2D) or ‘step away’
respectively (see Figure 2 E).
Voice visualizations

speaking volume and duration of their time spent talking.
Speaking volume is measured by the headset’s microphone.
We set the target volume range which was calibrated across
the research team before beginning the study and in
subsequent trials, and was also dependent on the voice input
equipment being used. Each user gets feedback only of their
own volume and not the other’s. A small grey speaker is
displayed when the user is silent. A bigger green speaker is
displayed when the volume of the user is understandable. An
even larger red speaker is shown when the user’s volume gets
too loud. This version also has a time spent talking bar,
which told the users how much they have contributed to the
conversation. The users see the bar getting filled with orange
from the left side as they talk, and getting filled with purple
from the right side as the other user talks over the 60-second
trial (see Figure 1-time spent talking bar).
Combined visualizations

The final version gives visual feedback on all three social
skills: proximity, volume and time-talking (see Figure 2C).
The purpose of this condition is to evaluate if participants
respond better, the same, or worse with multiple
visualizations present at the same time as this information
will inform future iterations.

The third version of the game has visual cues on participants’

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Figure 2: Images of the five interfaces for Proximity Condition: A.) Baseline, B.) Proximity correct zone, C.) Too far away zone, D.) A bit
too close for acquaintances zone, E.) Intrusion into personal space.
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EVALUATION

Our primary goal in this work was to establish the feasibility
of immersive VR for children with autism. We also had
questions about the efficacy of such approaches. Specifically,
do real-time visualizations of nonverbal communication
change social behavior? Which skills are amendable? How
many and which visualizations are actionable?
Participants

Eight families were recruited through a Facebook post and
emails to participants from a previous study who consented
to be contacted for future work. None of the members of
these families had participated in the co-design work that led
to the system design and implementation. Several families
had two children who met inclusion criteria: older than 7 and
having a diagnosis of autism. We conducted the study with
11 participants (see Table 1).
Methods

In this study, we employed an alternating treatment design
[3,20], common in the behavioral special education space.
Specifically, we conducted five consecutive baseline sessions
in VR with no visualized nonverbal communication,
followed by five blocks of the three intervention conditions
(proximity, time-talking, volume, and combined, randomized
once for all participants), for a total of 20 trials (see Table 2).
Conversation partners were two research volunteers (both
males, aged 17 and 21) who were instructed to engage in any
P_ID

Age

Gender

Relation

1

14

Male

2*

9

Female

Twin of 3

3*

9

Female

Twin of 2

4

13

Male

5

12

Male

6

9

Male

7

8

Male

Sibling of 8

8

10

Male

Sibling of 7

9

8

Female

Sibling of 10

10

12

Male

Sibling of 9

11

8

Male

Table 1. Participant Demographics of age and gender. * These
participants did not complete trials but where observed
exploring the systems.

topic typical of an acquaintance interaction (e.g., what did
you do this summer?) and monitored their own duration with
the goal of only talking for half of each minute-long trial.
The participants were introduced to the conversation partner
before beginning the sessions. All participants received the
same ordering of sessions. The research team took detailed
paper-pencil field notes while directly observing the
participants during the sessions, paying attention to the type
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and amount of physical movement, as well as the type of
talking participants and family member onlookers engaged
in. At the end of all the sessions, a brief semi-structured
interview was conducted with the mother and child.
Interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim.
Procedure

Families came into a campus lab for a single two-hour
session. After a study orientation and obtaining consent, the
participants were told that, for each trial, the conversation
partner would wait for them to start the interaction (for up to
15 seconds) and would remain standing where they were, so
that the participants could go up to them to engage in
conversation. We allowed the children to explore the system
with the conversation partner without measuring their
performance for 1 minute. After the exploration trial, we
collected 5 consecutive one-minute baseline sessions. We
provided a 10 second break (back to home screen or taking
off the headset) between all sessions. We then scanned the
baseline logs to confirm if the participants demonstrated any
of the three target behaviors. Next, the family was shown a
paper illustration of the intervention environments.
Sessions 1-10
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

B

B

B

B

B

P

C

V

V

P

Sessions 11-20
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

C

V

C

P

P

V

C

C

V

P

Table 2: Session order with session number in top row and
condition in second row. B=baseline, P=proximity visualizations,
V= Voice (volume +duration) visualizations, C= combination of
visualizations of proximity and Volume.

Next, we allowed the children to explore the intervention
system with the conversation partner without measuring their
performance for 1 minute. We encouraged participants to
move and find out how it felt to go into the other zones. We
provided the same instructions given during the baseline
session. Test sessions began immediately following the
exploration time.
Data Analysis

We conducted our analyses sequentially. First, we conducted
statistical tests of the log data. We then conducted a
qualitative analysis of the interview transcripts and field
notes to provide insight or explanation of the quantitative
findings.
Using logs generated by the Unity code and the HTC Vive
VR system, we captured each user’s distance from the avatar,
volume, and duration of talking. The logs enabled statistical
analysis for comparisons to be made between conditions. We
used a repeated measures ANOVA [15].
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Both the interview transcripts and observation fieldnotes
were analyzed using qualitative methods. We independently
read through the materials and made notes of commonly
reported or observed behaviors. Next, four researchers
collectively sorted our notes into categories; constantly
comparing whether our definitions of the current categories
were the same. We then determined axial codes for these
categories and brainstormed the connection between these
groups to provide insight into the experience of the mothers
and children.
RESULTS

Nine of the eleven participants completed the experimental
portion of the study (i.e., 20 one-minute trials in the system
resulting in a total of 180 sessions). All eight mothers
(including the mother of the twins who ultimately did not
complete the sessions) along with their children were
interviewed immediately after the trials were completed.
Feasibility

The analysis of the interview data and direct observations of
the children during the study revealed that the main concern
for the mothers was reconciling the immersion their children
experienced in the system with their expectations of assistive
technology. Interviewees described being delightfully
surprised by the high level of engagement their children
showed in the system, and explained it as mediated by their
children's innate interest in technology as well as the highly
controlled virtual environment that appeared to reduce the
impact of sensory sensitivities. The parents labeled their
children’s experience in the system as supporting a feeling of
being in control, comfortable, focused, and free to explore.
Additionally, mothers commented that they noticed that their
children responded well to the cues in system.
Comfort through Familiarity

Mothers consistently described immersive VR as
comfortable for their children, compared to their children’s
engagement in face-to-face interactions. For example, the
mother of P8 said:
“He just feels like he’s looking at an iPad and that
feels good. That makes him feel comfortable. Because
it all comes down to eye contact, they don’t feel
comfortable. So, I know how much his iPad gives him
calm. So, I think that he feels so relaxed talking like
that (in VR) versus like face-to-face.”
The mother of P7 & P8 continues by comparing vrSocial to
interacting with an iPad or a video game but without
extraneous sounds:
“You feel like it’s kinda like the iPad situation where
you feel like, obviously, he knows what virtual reality
is, but he probably feels more comfortable in there.”
Mothers reported immersive VR appealed to their children’s
interests and therefore provided intrinsic motivation to
engage with technology. They also suggested the narrow
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range of sensory input in vrSocial allowed participants to feel
safe and open to explore the environment and to interact with
others.
Comfort through Reduced Sensory World

Many mothers described vrSocial as very visual, picking up
on the primarily singular mode of input used in vrSocial.
Mothers reported this visual experience was comfortable and
“more normal” to their children. The mother of P7 and P8
shared:
“They are not taking in so much sensory, its more just
visual. There wasn’t crazy stuff going in their ears. It
was just one person talking, so for him (P7), he feels
in control because of it. Most of it is the sensory
issues, as you know, that’s what it is with their
behaviors and stuff.”
This sentiment of their children’s preference for minimized
sensory input was echoed by the mother P2 and P3 who
described her daughter (P3) as living in her own world with
vastly different sensory perceptions than those of the other
people in her life:
“I think they already live in their own kind of world
so to them this is more normal. I think she perceives
the world as, literally, a whole different place. Maybe
they don’t have to rely so much on their physical
senses too, maybe that overload is not as big of a
problem if they are zoned, they don’t have to feel
everything.”
This view, shared by many of the parents we interviewed, is
echoed in some ways by the kinds of messaging parents get
from clinicians, therapists, and even researchers that suggest
children with autism have such different sensory
engagements, that they may as well be in another “world.”
Given this view, VR becomes appealing as a way to reduce
and control the kinds of things a child with autism is
experiencing, either for comfort and entertainment or
explicitly as part of therapeutic training. By reducing specific
triggers, such as facial expressions and close physical
proximity, VR can open up a child’s world to new kinds of
social connections:
“I think it definitely brings him out more, it has taken
a while (in this session) but now I am seeing it. I think
that it’s that visual idea, a computer versus face-toface uncomfortableness.” – Mother of P8
Parent reflections matched researcher observations that, at
least in the controlled laboratory environment, children prefer
computer-mediated interactions. Additionally, parent reports
indicate that children are willing to take risks in the virtual
environment that they may not take in physical spaces.
Ease of use leads to access to social interactions

This escape from the full sensory experience of physical
face-to-face interaction allows for a rich social interaction.
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Parents recognized and commented on the
opportunity to practice communication skills.

unique

“Having something versatile like that, they were more
willing to say things, they are more willing to interact
with you. If you had a speech pathologist on the other
side, getting them to say the things they wanted, it
might draw them out.” –Mother of P2 &3

Efficacy

Despite this innate potential, however, as noted above,
professionals like speech therapists, social skills instructors,
and others are still essential to the experience. VR provides a
platform but cannot yet eliminate the key roles of human
actors and indeed may never be able to do so. Thus, a key
area of work might be in helping clinicians and clinical
researchers to capitalize on the increased social engagement
and talking exhibited within this platform:
“I love it. I mean, to work on so many social skills
this way, it’s an incredible way of thinking about it
all. I didn’t think about it that way, you’re always
forcing one-on-one, face-to-face. For him, there is
definitely a change. It’s totally different, his
interactions.... He doesn’t normally communicate
when people come over, he barely will say hi to the
adults.” –Mother of P8

In analyzing the percent of socially normative responses
between baseline and intervention conditions and across the
variables of proximity, volume, and duration of speaking, we
observed a low level of behavior in baseline, providing the
opportunity to improve (see Table 3). The proximity and
voice conditions each serve as an additional potential second
baseline for the opposite variable (i.e., the volume score in
the proximity condition is not expected to improve volume).
The combination of conditions served as a second
intervention for proximity, volume, and duration as all
visualizations were present. We hypothesized that
participants would perform the target variables better in the
respective intervention condition than in baseline and other
intervention conditions. Our intervention results indicate
successful behavior change occurred for proximity but not
for volume or duration. The qualitative data provides insight
into why this may have occurred as does the parents’ insights
into why and how their children chose to engage with the
system.
Proximity

The ease with which participants could take in the interaction
with the visualizations creates an accessible means for social
engagement. P6 described his interactions in VR as “easy

Means for Proximity

peasy” despite reportedly struggling in other social skills
therapies. We observed the children repeatedly adhering to
the cues and prompts while talking, and the mothers we
interviewed reported observing this success as well.

Of the three variables we measured, only proximity yielded
statistically significant differences between the proximity
condition and baseline condition (p=.03).

Means for Volume

Means for Duration

P_ID
BL

Prox

Voice

Combo

BL

Prox

Voice

Combo

BL

Prox

Voice

Combo

1

100

54

79

78

63

72

71

70

45

36

40

42

4

75

96

49

95

96

99

96

97

29

30

30

33

5

8

68

22

62

88

61

77

59

13

22

18

15

6

0

96

37

97

95

94

97

94

32

30

36

30

7

53

99

86

99

51

35

31

39

42

64

65

75

8

85

96

56

96

87

87

88

84

27

31

31

34

9

40

99

48

98

39

95

95

99

36

34

39

40

10

70

85

42

91

60

57

44

56

54

44

39

48

11

56

95

0

93

66

90

84

85

36

40

38

33

AVG:

54

88

47

90

72

77

76

76

35

37

37

39

Table 3: Participants means by condition and variable. Participants are listed in first column. The proximity variable is reported
in column two through five, volume is presented in columns six through nine, and duration of speaking is presented in columns
ten through thirteen. Means scores are rounded up for baseline, proximity condition, voice condition, and combination condition.
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Figure 3: Split plot graphs depicting percent correct proximity (left), percent correct volume (middle) and time spent talking (right)
across four conditions, over five sessions. The purple line represents the combination condition, the green line represents the
proximity condition, the yellow line represents the volume condition and the blue represents the baseline condition.

This finding in the proximity condition was replicated in
comparison between baseline and the combination condition
(p=.01), (see Figure 3, left). This means that as a group, the
participants displayed a significantly higher level and stable
trend in the percent correct proximity when they received
visualizations of proximity. Furthermore, the volume and
baseline rates in the proximity condition convey a low level
of correct and a varied trend in correct proximity. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first clear demonstration of the
impact of nonverbal communication visualizations in an
immersive environment for children with autism.
In the physical world, regulation of social proximity is
typically taught by using the concept of keeping an arms’
length between oneself and an acquaintance (a Western
culturally derived measurement [19] that we used in our
experiments as well). The challenge of this approach, of
course, is that children then tend to physically put their arms
out when meeting new people, a gesture that can seem
awkward. VR, on the other hand, allows us to display such
measurements without requiring the physical movement of
the child:
“He would put his arm out to measure proximity in
real life. This app helped this way…They have to
practice skills in VR and take it out in real life too.
Don’t know how that would bridge and how skill
would transfer out of setting.” – Mother of P11
As this mother notes, however, such visualizations are not
yet available in the physical world. We do not yet know if
these skills would generalize beyond the VR environment,
leaving open questions about the social validity of using
immersive VR and the vrSocial specifically in the treatment
of nonverbal communication.
Volume

The volume condition compared to baseline yielded no
observable change (p=.5). The combination (volume and
proximity) also was not seen to be effective with this sample
(p=.6). As a group, the volume remained stable across
sessions and conditions (see Figure 3, middle), yet at the
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individual level, three participants improved in the
intervention condition (P1, P9, P11), three performed well in
baseline and intervention (P2, P6, P8), and three showed
reduced performance in the intervention condition (P5, P7,
P10). Details are provided in Table 3.
We hypothesize this wide variation in change may have been
due to ceiling effects in the performance of the participants;
less obvious visualization used for volume; or less motivation
for the participants to change. For the latter, we noticed that 2
of the youngest participants grew increasingly loud and silly
over the course of 20 sessions as they explored the virtual
environment. The mother of P7 expressed her interest in
seeing the obscuring features of the proximity intervention
being applied to the volume condition. The mother of P9
indicated “she usually is a rule follower, this is unusual,” in
response to the observation that P9 got louder and sillier over
time. These two 8-year-olds spoke loudly in all conditions.
An open question is if younger children can modulate their
volume when excited, and if scoring laughing as too loud is
appropriate for the goal of supporting social interactions.
Duration of Time Spent Talking

Duration did not change significantly in the voice condition
compared to baseline (p=.5) and was not significantly
changed in the combination condition compared to baseline
(p=.3). However, participants scored the highest in the final
voice and combination sessions, perhaps suggesting potential
to improve with practice (see Figure 3, right).
A few children referenced the visualizations and celebrated
that they were improving. For example, P8, who scored a
perfect 50% on his last combination session, giggled, “my
voice was getting really longer (sic),” and then exclaimed to
his mom “oh my gosh, I got it all the way to his voice,”
indicating he understood, attended to, and referenced the
time-talking bar to mediate his speaking duration.
Summary

Taken together, the findings for each social skill show the
potential to visualize the often-hidden nonverbal
communication to people with autism to use in real-time
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virtual interactions [27]. The ease with which most of the
participants experienced the conversation partner in vrSocial
was dependent on the affordances and constraints of the
immersive VR system, the visualizations, as well as, the
study procedures.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THERAPUETIC VR

The combination of our iterative and collaborative design
process and the results of our empirical evaluation provide
key insights into the design of therapeutic VR systems. Many
scholars have claimed that VR will become an important tool
for psychologists, therapists, and researchers (e.g., [33]).
Thus, these design considerations contribute to both scholarly
and clinical knowledge about the design of and potential for
therapeutic interventions in immersive VR for autism.
Balance ‘attention to’ and ‘distraction from’

VR provides immense flexibility for displaying information;
yet, one must be mindful about strategizing where and when
to place this information. Explicit cues can provoke an
immediate response by the user in the moment action is
expected. Continuous feedback about the status of a
behavior, on the other hand, should be subtler and glanceable
to not overwhelm the user. This balance is determined by the
purpose of the system’s main task.
In our intervention, we gave feedback of one’s proximity
through the circles at their feet. This was constantly available
with a glance at the floor. The visualizations did not demand
attention and yet were always available to the user for
reference. However, to change targeted behavior when the
user was not in the correct proximity zone, we implemented
dominant and obvious cues through the colored screens and
text. This promptly grasped the attention of the user, leading
to nearly everyone correcting themselves, almost
immediately, every time. The short intermittent feedback
brought about immediate attention without distracting them
from their goal of having a conversation. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, the colors of the display indicating nearness
appear to have created a sense of urgency that the white filter
indicating “too distant” did not convey. Given our intent to
address the higher risk behavior with more salient cues, we
chose to use yellow and red for encroaching on and intruding
into their partner’s personal space; we used the white filter
for when the user was standing too far away.
In keeping with the type of behavior we aimed to support, we
employed a different approach to the time-talking bar and
volume feedback. These variables were also constantly in the
user’s horizon [39]. In vrSocial, the voice feedback was in
line of vision, often resting just above the horizon (see Figure
1). Although users referred to the time-talking bar, they did
not respond as much to volume cues. We infer that this may
be due to small changes in intensity among the alerts.
Additionally, in this case, the status information was on the
horizon and not as ubiquitous as the filter for proximity.
VR enables creation of informationally rich environments.
However, the richness of the information must be balanced
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between the attention required to manage it. While the idea of
notifications as being distracting is certainly not new (e.g.,
[12,36]), immersive VR offers new opportunities and
challenges to directly influence people, hide things or subtly
notify in their peripheral vision, or distract them using a
variety of sensory inputs. Therefore, we suggest categorizing
objects by the pattern of attention required: visualizations that
require constant monitoring remain on the horizon [39] to be
in sight whereas objects that require less concentration or can
be checked occasionally should be placed out of sight. The
later can be brought to immediate attention by implementing
a corresponding “microinteractions” to trigger an alerts
when behavior change is needed [35]. Therefore, precedence
is given to interaction immediacy [38]. These cues should be
balanced against the potential for distraction from the
visualizations. The goals of the system must be prioritized to
ensure appropriate placement, coloring, and salience of the
status and notifications to promote social fluency.
Customize sensory input for the user and the goal

VR, particularly fully immersive VR, offers an intense
sensory experience far beyond that of a traditional screenbased interaction. At the same time, children and adults with
autism often struggle with sensory integration and sensory
input [7]. Thus, a primary advantage to hosting an
intervention for children with autism in VR is the ability to
control the sensory load in the system, adapting it to meet the
sensory needs of the individual.
To achieve the most attention to the task, VR systems should
create an experience with minimum distractions in both the
environment and the avatar’s behavior. In our intervention,
we created the environment as an empty space of floor and
sky, allowing users to concentrate only on their goal of
practicing social skills while having a conversation with an
relatively inanimate avatar. We tested the system several
times and changed the environment iteratively to have it fit
best with the users and their goal. We also limited the
feedback to just visual cues which did not burden the users
with sensory information. We opted for a full body avatar
without moving parts to reduce the nonverbal communication
down to the variables of interest: proximity, volume and time
spent talking. The empty space also brought about an
unintentional effect as it spurred up the children’s creativity
as they imagined the space to be an airport, a bus terminal,
and ocean. From a therapeutic standpoint, the environment
can be highly customized for the individual’s needs. Sensory
information and other forms of distractions can be added or
removed from the virtual environment, thus making VR a
flexible interface for therapy.
Broaden collaborative interaction

Immersive VR inherently supports collaboration, often at a
distance. During our iterative design process, we probed the
system with two researchers at the work site of potential end
users and two researchers in the lab. The flexibility of VR
allowed us to conduct a distributed user test. Collocated
systems have been employed to explore how people become
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aware of their nonverbal communication and react to cues to
create a more balanced conversation [6]; immersive VR can
go beyond co-location to support those challenged by faceto-face interaction and those who need support at a distance
(e.g., rural populations).
Additionally, immersive VR can allow clinicians to create
customized therapeutic interactions, such that individuals can
attend group social skills sessions or other kinds of group
therapies without sharing a sensory space. The flexibility of
controlling the sensory environment opens opportunities to
be more inclusive. By designing a space that is tailored to
individual needs (e.g., agoraphobia, autism, sensory
processing disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, etc.),
more people could participate in virtual face-to-face
interactions.
Lastly, in our system, the time-talking bar encourages
collaborative work from both users to achieve the target. This
drew out the attention of the users more compared to the
volume, which was an individual effort. This finding
indicates that interactions can be simultaneously open-ended
and collaborative yet purposeful and goal directed. Individual
feedback can be provided privately, publically, or
collaboratively.
This work tested an interaction between a research assistant
and an end-user in a study. However, future interventions can
be designed to hold sessions between a therapist and multiple
participants together as well, irrespective of whether they are
co-located or not. VR also allows the users to converse with
each other, replicating a face-to-face interaction, without
necessarily being face-to-face, allowing for a broader and
more diverse set of potential social and group based
therapeutic engagements.
DISCUSSION

Carefully designed applications in immersive VR offer new
ways to make nonverbal communication accessible to those
who struggle with face-to-face interactions. However, parents
and clinicians alike will likely remain skeptical about success
in VR without evidence that outcomes demonstrated in the
physical world. This view echoes the privileging of
collocated communication over other forms of social
engagement that is common across many facets of society
and present in our sample. For example, mother of P8 states
“it’s an incredible way of thinking about it all. I didn’t think
about it that way, you’re always forcing one-on-one, face-toface”, reminding us that a parent’s focus for social
interactions is often on face-to-face encounters. Additionally,
the mother of P11 said, “They have to practice skills in VR
and take it out in real life too. Don’t know how that would
bridge and how skill would transfer out of setting.”
The web provides constant connectivity to other social actors
in the form of online forums, multi-player games, and
mediated messaging platforms. All of these digital tools
serve as workarounds for people who crave socialization but
struggle with face-to-face interactions due to challenges in
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interpreting and acting on nonverbal communication cues.
Many positive outcomes have come from the adoption of the
Internet and social media platforms such as “reduced stress
from the lack of nonverbal signals, the ability to find people
with similar interests, and pre-defined interaction
mechanisms, like birthday greetings” [11]. As HCI
researchers, we have a role in communicating the wide
variety of screen-time benefits, which can extend beyond the
moment of play—be they in the physical world or through
other social media. Additionally, we also have a
responsibility to communicate the risks. The sociality of
video games and use of immersive platforms has also been
studied with children with autism [32], revealing that video
game play can be a topic of conversation with peers on social
media outside of the game of interest [30]. Thus,
technologically-mediated interactions should be considered
for their immediate social benefits as well as long term
effects.
CONCLUSION

Immersive VR has tremendous potential as an accessible
space for face-to-face social interaction for those with
nonverbal communication challenges. Beyond reducing
sensory input and designing visualization applications in VR,
making accessible social spaces includes leveraging the
potential to access mainstream infrastructure to support a
broader base of users [23]. Additionally, we need to
acknowledge and support the creation of safe spaces that can
be shared beyond a therapy session [31]. Technologicallymediated interactions entail going beyond limited-access
assistive technology systems to specifically designing for
neuro-shared space
that promote “compassionate
interaction” [34]. If children with autism are at higher risk for
social isolation and choose to use screens to escape an
overwhelming world, is it not time for them to join in a
shared safe place? Might this be a call to the next generation
of immersive VR applications to reach beyond demonstrating
efficacy as a therapeutic tool to strive for greater accessibility
to the social world. Future work could focus on end-user
toolkits to customize an immersive experience.
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